A bridge to help Young Adult Cancer Survivors get to where they were intended to go before cancer.

What We Do

Expect Miracles Foundation's [EMF] SAMFund Grants Program provides support for young adult cancer survivors aged 21-39 in the United States as they recover from the financial impact of cancer treatment by providing direct financial assistance for designated expenses.

Grant Eligibility

Applicants must be U.S. residents between 21-39 years old and completed with active cancer treatment. EMF provides an extensive list of additional financial assistance resources for cancer patients, survivors, and their families. Detailed eligibility can be found scanning the QR code below.

Grants Offered

**Financial Assistance Grant**
*Application opens twice per year*

Provides assistance with essential living expenses, such as:
- Rent / mortgage supplementation
- Car payments
- Graduate tuition / continuing education
- Fertility storage

"I used my SAMFund grant for rent, which took significant stress off my plate & helped me reduce my debt."
- Rachel, Cancer Survivor

**Family Building Grant**
*Application opens twice per year*

Provides assistance with family-building expenses, such as:
- Fertility preservation (harvesting eggs or embryos)
- IVF / IUI
- Adoption
- Gestational carrier or surrogacy fees

"With EMF's help, our carrier delivered our baby girl! Thanks for all you do & for helping families like ours."
- Nicole, Cancer Survivor

Scan QR code to see detailed eligibility & additional financial assistance resources.

expectmiraclesfoundation.org